So the object we invite you to examine with us is the Zimbabwe Bush Pump." And our first questions are: what does it look like? How big is it?
What forms a part of it? Where are its boundaries? How might we best describe it?
The Zimbabwe Bush Pump has existed for more than half a century, but it has not remained the same. It is not an immutable but a changeable object, that has altered over time and is under constant review. The current model results from restyling and improving an older manually-operated water pump that was first designed in 1933 byTommy Murgatroyd in what was then Rhodesia's Matabeleland. The experimenting and changing are still going on.
When new models come into being, the old ones do not necessarily disappear. The original pump has proved to be a technology appropriate to the conditions of the African bush: some of Murgatroyd's Bush Pumps installed in the 1930s are still working in Zimbabwe today [Morgan, 153] . Other models succeeded the original, and some of these also survive. And while many different types of manual water pumps are available, it is the newest model Bush Pump -the 'B' type -that is spreading most rapidly in Zimbabwe right now [Morgan, 67] .
So the Bush Pump is fluid because it is variable over time. But if we are to describe it we need to pick a version, so we focus on this newest model, the 'B' type. Even if this is the latest model now, it may already be slightly outdated by the time you read this text -though it won't have disappeared from the Zimbabwean villages where it is installed. For the Bush Pump 'B' type may not be made to be immutable, but it is made to last.
Pump Head: Topping the Well
Cheerfully blue, you would want a Zimbabwe Bush Pump 'B' type in your own back yard. Originally designed for 'simplicity, durability, and ease of maintenance' [Murgatroyd, paraphrased in Morgan, 154], the current model is attractive and appealing. Its cobalt colour suggests purity, clarity and freshness, the qualities sought for the water that it delivers. And its clean hard lines and compact shape ask you to 'pick me up and install me wherever you fancy. I am cool and easy to use'. This message is not frivolous fantasy on our part. The pump is meant to convey messages of this kind. The pump's manufacturer in Harare, V&W Engineering, has found that the tools it makes are most likely to be used if they are brightly coloured: 'We like to paint our products brightly, make them attractive. They work better that way'.c And together with Dr Morgan, the developer of the 'B' type, the factory has worked hard to enhance the usability of the pump, increasing its durability while also making it cheaper [Morgan, 160] .
The Zimbabwe Bush Pump 'B' type consists of a pump head or water discharge unit, a base or pump stand, and a lever. The steel pump stand is bolted to the bore hole casing at one end and to the water discharge unit at the other. The lever is a flexibly fixed wooden block, joined with bolts to the upper part of the water discharge unit. When the lever is raised and lowered it works the moving parts of the pump. The wooden block is attached to a U-bracket which holds the upper end of the pump rod. Movement of the rod (backwards and forwards, and side to side) is absorbed by two floating washers within the floating-washer housing. These parts form the water discharge unit at the top of the rising maintogether they form the stable section of the pump above ground level. Of course, all this is held together by nuts and bolts.
These words don't really describe it properly, do they? Perhaps, then, a drawing will help. 
Hydraulics: Down the Well
Together with the words, the drawing in Figure 1 offers a reasonable description of the device. But even so, the pump isn't quite there yet, for it has other invisible parts beneath the ground, moving and static parts. In his wonderfully rich text on rural water supplies and sanitation in Zimbabwe, Dr Peter Morgan begins his description -another description -of the pump as follows:
The Bush Pump operates on a lift pump principle, the reciprocating action being transferred from the pump head to the cylinder through a series of galvanised steel pump rods running inside a steel pipe (rising main Here, the pump is defined neither in terms of its colour nor by the parts you can see above ground. Instead the story is about its hydraulic components (see Figure 2) . It is, after all, the hydraulic forces that enable it to pump water out of the ground. As Morgan says:
The functional part of the pump is inside. It is hidden. And it is not all tangible. To you it will be clear how a pump works, because you have at least a basic knowledge of hydraulics. But for people in the rural areas the sudden emergence of water from a new pump is rather a miracle.a And although our knowledge of hydraulics was a bit rusty, Morgan is right: a quick look at his illustrations helps to clarify how the pump works. To the informed eye another set of pictures brings the underground parts to lifethe parts that achieve the miracle of the hand water pump. So maybe the hydraulic principles, or the components that make those principles work, define the pump? They do, because the hydraulic forces draw water from deep wells to the surface. And the hydraulic principles that it embodies distinguish the Bush Pump from other pumps. For instance, they trace a boundary between the Bush Pump and a common alternative -the Bucket Pump. The Bucket Pump is a bucket-and-windlass device, while the Bush Pump uses pistons, valves and levers. This difference leads to other distinctions: the Bucket Pump is deployed in shallow, open wells and can be used by up to 60 people, while the Bush Pump can be operated in a wide range of well-types and serves up to 250 [Morgan, 68] .
But even if its hydraulic principles separate the Zimbabwe Bush Pump 'B' type from the Bucket Pump, this does not mean that it is unique. They
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Water in rising main is static Water raised in rising main define the pump -but not by setting it apart from all other pumps. This is because it belongs to a family of pumps with a 'lever activated lift pump mechanism'.13 Within this family, the Bush Pump's specificity lies not in its hydraulic principles, but in its capacity. The Bush Pump's strokes are more efficient and powerful than those of most other lift pumps; lifting water from wells up to 100 metres deep -which is about twice the depth reached by those other pumps -the Bush pump has exceptional competence. But the difference is not simply a matter of power and efficiency; it also has to do with durability. Made of steel and wood, the Bush Pump is designed to last longer than either of the others, whose major parts are mostly made of PVC. In this respect the solidity of the Bush Pump is more like that of the bucket-and-windlass Bucket Pump.
So the Bush Pump is specific.14 We can describe it in terms of its difference from other pumps. But the characteristics that distinguish it from each of these also tend to be shared with one or more of the others. For the Bush Pump, 'being itself' means that it is continuous with a number of others.
Headworks For Health
There it is then, the pump delivered by V&W Engineering: pump head, lever, base and underground parts. But is this it? Have we described and defined our object now? The answer is no, there is a problem, for when it's unloaded from the truck the Bush Pump yields no water. None whatsoever. It is not a pump.
If it is to work it has to be assembled. It needs to be installed, and installed properly. As a part of this, it needs to be cemented into concrete headworks to stop spilled water from finding its way into the well and contaminating it. It also needs a casing to stop the well from collapsing and letting mud, sand and other pollutants fall into it. Only when it is set up in this way does it begin to provide water. But once this has been done it doesn't simply supply water but something even better: it becomes a source of pure, fresh, clean water. And so the Bush Pump turns out to be a technology that provides not just water but also health. 15 As a health-promoting technology, the Bush Pump is not defined by its colour, by its hydraulic principles or by the materials of which it is made, but by a set of health indicators. The principal health indicator for assessing devices which extract groundwater is the E.coli count. Escherichia coli is a bacterium that lives in every human intestine. So long as it stays there, all is usually well: E.coli in most of its variants lives harmoniously with homo sapiens in most of its variants. It is only when we encounter strains of E. coli that are strange to us that we tend to fall ill.16 So this is what makes E.coli a potential risk, in and of itself. More important is the way it works as a signal: if E.coli can pass from the human intestine into the water supply, then other bacteria will be able to move with it. And with the water, they may continue their journey to the next organism. And this is the health hazard that needs to be avoided. The unusually high E.coli count for B 10 on 2.4.84 was caused by a defect in the concrete apron which cracked, and also infiltration of contaminated water from a nearby hollow used for making bricks. These problems were corrected. [Morgan, 77] 
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Apparently a sound apron, part of the headworks of a pump, is crucial in reducing E.coli counts.18
Aprons and other features of the headworks are usually made by the future users of a new pump: a collective of villagers builds the headworks and installs the pump. So the pump comes with a simple but very detailed set of instructions (see Appendix 1 for a list). These instructions insist that the borehole must be installed at a higher elevation, and at least 30 metres from latrines and cattle kraals. They detail and illustrate all the steps to be taken in building a concrete slab and water run-off; they give exact measurements for all the parts to be made. Thus the instructions list the various elements a pump needs if it is to provide health by keeping E.coli and its colleagues at bay: it needs a bore hole casing which rises at least 500mm above ground level; a concrete apron of thickness 100-150mm; an auger full of fine gravel or 6mm granite chips to be poured into the tube well; a ring of bricks at least two metres wide as a rim for the apron; a water run-off channel at least six metres long that runs down, possibly to a vegetable garden; concrete of four parts stone, two parts washed river sand and one part cement.19
These elements and their measurements have been thoroughly tested. The precautions are crucial, both for installing more or less standard headworks, and in translating these into step-by-step instructions, because:
Poorly made concrete headworks can crack, and will allow leakage of waste water from the surface back into the well or borehole. Similarly where handpumps are loosely fitted and worn in such a way that water can drain from the apron through the pump head into the well, then contamination of the well water is inevitable. [Morgan, [18] [19] And once its well is contaminated, the Zimbabwe Bush Pump may still provide water, but it no longer provides health.
Village: Drilling the Well
So the headworks are a crucial part of the pump -of the pump that brings health. But if the pump is to work in any of its identities (as a proper mechanism, as a particular system of hydraulics, as a hygienic intervention) it also needs a hole. At this point, it needs to collaborate with another piece of technology: a tubewell drilling device.
In Zimbabwe, and increasingly in other African countries, this device is often the 'Vonder Rig'. Invented and patented by Mr Erwin Von Elling, and manufactured at his plant (which happens to be the same factory where the Zimbabwe Bush Pump is made), the Vonder Rig is hand-driven, portable, durable and bright yellow. It is designed so that the boring of the water hole, like the process of making the headworks and installing the pump, can be almost entirely 'community-based'. So communities bore wells. A video distributed by the factory shows that sometimes operating the rig turns into a village feast.20 Village women push the iron crossbar to drive the auger into the ground, while village men sit on the bar to weigh it down and children dance around (see Figure 3) . According to the factory, the village is able to participate because the rig is manually operated and not mechanically powered.21 The one great advantage of the hand operated drilling rig is that it makes full community participation possible at village level. There are many examples in Zimbabwe where the rig is operated fully under control of the villagers, which has an important influence on the success or failure of the final installation.22
And community participation is not only important in drilling the hole. It is crucial in finding the site in the first place. Some community members have more say in this than others. As a UNICEF worker explained, the nganga (especially when doubling as a local water diviner) may be imperative to the working of a pump.23
Often, wells are drilled by NGOs purely on the basis of geological survey. However, in a country like Zimbabwe such wells do not always work. Even though the water that the well produces may be abundant and clear, and even though the new well may be nearer for its (intended) users than an older one that it is meant to replace, you may see a path traced out in the sand that leads around it. If the village women do not want to use the well, if it has been bored without consulting the nganga or was put into operation without his consent, the well is dead. Sometimes literally. There are instances in which a well was bored without the nganga's approval and, contrary to all measurements, turned out to be dry. Not a drop of water. And unfortunately, boring wells without consulting the nganga has happened all too often, especially when NGOs or governments are determined to keep the siting and boring of the well entirely in their own hands.d
Morgan and Von Elling have learned this lesson and taken it to heart. Not only do they make a concerted effort to make the pump simple, attractive and easy to use and maintain, but they also state clearly and repeatedly, in instruction manuals and other publications, that local water diviners should be consulted before any decision about the siting of a water hole is made [Morgan, 24] .24
Morgan and Von Elling thus suggest that village participation is key to the operation and maintenance of the pump.
In Zimbabwe, village level participation is actively encouraged in all water and sanitation schemes. It is now well established that without this participation, communities cannot generate the commitment for maintenance as they do when they are involved. [Morgan, 106] So the village not only gets a pump, but it also gets instructions for how to install its water provider. Ideally, it is involved in all aspects of installation: it bores the hole, assembles the pump, constructs the headworks. And, together with the water diviner, it helps to pick the site. The village has joint ownership and collective responsibility for installation, operation and maintenance. As the manuals declare: 'The Zimbabwe Bush Pump Was Designed For Villagers to Maintain Themselves!'.25
This suggests yet another way of describing and setting boundaries around our object. In critical ways, the Zimbabwe Bush Pump includes the villagers that put it together. The pump is nothing without the community that it will serve. In order to be a pump that (pre)serves a community, it not only needs to look attractive, have properly fixed levers and well-made concrete aprons, it must also be capable of gathering people together and of inducing them to follow well-drafted instructions. It must come with a Vonder Rig and invite people to push bars, sit on them or dance around them. It must seduce people into taking care of it. Thus the boundaries around a community pump may be widely drawn. Indeed, they embrace the community.
National Standards
Community participation is quite the thing in the theory of appropriate technology. It is 1980s' wisdom to design projects, tools and machines whose maintenance, installation and operation are 'community based'.26 In Zimbabwe, this has become national policy.27 From (by some, heavily criticized) 'campfire' projects to the drilling of wells, it is the village community that is the target for government operations, the level of collectivity most commonly addressed, and the unit the administration most strongly seeks to reinforce.28 In Zimbabwean water policy the village is the preferred unit, the standard organization on which intervention is based.29
In this way we arrive at another description of, another identity for, the Zimbabwe Bush Pump. For the pump doesn't simply serve communities, helping to hold them together. It promotes something else as well. As it helps to distribute clean water, it also builds the nation. For though it sometimes pours down all too abundantly in the rainy season, water is scarce in Zimbabwe.30 And health in this country, plagued not only by AIDS and malaria but also by a host of water-borne bacterial diseases, is a precarious policy issue. So while nation-building may involve writing a shared history, fostering a common cultural imagery or promoting a standard language, in Zimbabwe it also has to do with developing an infrastructure for water. This involves a range of activities, from boring new wells and upgrading existing ones, to planning the construction of a pipeline from the mountains to the capital. And not only the government is involved. Universities, NGOs (Non-Governmental Organizations), the GIS (the computerized Geological Information System), the V&W Engineering Company, many active villagers, and the Zimbabwe Bush Pumpall of these also participate.
As it is, there are great social divides in Zimbabwe between those who have plumbing in their houses, those who have water in their yards, and those who have to walk miles to get it. Setting up a national water infrastructure may help to bridge such divides. And government support for buying a pump may link up the village to the state, thereby enlisting villages in what is otherwise likely to remain an abstract nation.31 So the Zimbabwe Bush Pump builds the nation. And it does so not only because it provides clean water if it is properly installed. It also helps that it is a local pump -produced in Zimbabwe, designed in Zimbabwe, built with materials available in Zimbabwe, the Bush Pump complies with standards of quality and strength set in Zimbabwe. It is tailored to local circumstances, to local patterns of use and abuse. Its local origin means that it is well-adapted to the demands of Zimbabwean rural water supplies. And its local manufacture guarantees that spare parts will always be at hand.
In the world of water sanitation policy and development this is rare. As far as we know, Zimbabwe is the only African country that produces its own pump. Relief programmes, like UNICEF's 'Water for the Children', usually carry their own model. This is why one finds water-pumping devices strangely clustered on the world map: trucked all over the globe by relief organizations, pumps end up where these organizations happen to go -rather than near the sites where they are produced. Not so, however, in Zimbabwe. Here, UNICEF (a significant partner in the improvement of Zimbabwe's water infrastructure) was discouraged by the government to employ its usual pump. Buying its first ten 'B' types in 1987 for trials, the organization rapidly converted to the Bush Pump.a As a local product the current version -the smaller, lighter, simpler 'B' type Bush Pump -has been one of the government's two standard hand pumps since 1989. It is the model recommended for high-duty settings; that is, it is the pump of choice in all government-sponsored water supply programmes where demand is high. That does not mean that the Bush Pump is Zimbabwe's most frequently used water-lifting device. According to Morgan, there is an estimated total of 100,000 wells or water holes in the country, while (in early 1998) about 32,000 Bush Pumps have been installed -over half of which are 'B' type pumps.32 It does mean, however, that other pumps, with the exception of the Bucket Pump (which is the government's low-duty standard) [Morgan, 160], are gradually being phased out. As we write, this phasing out of other pumps has almost been completed.b A national standard, the Zimbabwe Bush Pump is a nation-builder that gains strength with each new installation. Meanwhile, the Zimbabwean nation is a pump-builder, in that it oversees and encourages new installations of Bush Pumps. However willing it may be to travel elsewhere,33 the 'B' type is thus an unmistakably national pump (see Figure 4) .
A Fluid Pump
In Zimbabwe, the Bush Pump 'B' type has become a national standard because it is a good pump. And now it is an even better pump because it has become a national standard. Sturdy, versatile, effective, locally manufactured, parsimonious, it is easy to service and easy to operate. It is so well-designed and parsimonious that, according to V & W's director, efforts to reverse-engineer and reproduce it always result in a pump that has more parts; that is more complicated, and unnecessarily so. And as Morgan notes, 'the designer knows when he has reached perfection, not when there is no longer anything to add, but when there is no longer anything to take away' [Morgan, 160]. 
Hydraulics: Down-the-Hole Parts
If the hydraulics fail in Bush Pumps, then the pump is in trouble. This is true for Murgatroyd's original as well as for the later 'A' and 'B' types. It's in deep trouble, for the trouble is deep-down. Although in its standard form the Bush Pump uses well-proven and durable 'down-the-hole' components, some of these eventually need to be replaced. For instance, the leather seal may wear out, a common cause of pump failure. Rods may separate, and various things may go wrong with the footvalve, the piston and the rising main.39 If they break down, then they need to be repaired or replaced. But how to get them out?
In the standard model, the diameter of the cylinder (the part that holds the hydraulic components, the piston and its seals, shown in Figure 5 ) is greater than that of the rising main. And since it is at the bottom of the main, its components cannot be pulled out. In order to repair damage to valves or seals (located in the cylinder and sized so that they fit tightly), the piston needs to be pulled to the surface. This means that the pump's (heavy) pipes and rods also need to be raised, that the pump must be taken apart, perhaps that the apron will be damaged. And since -unlike its installation -taking a pump apart to repair it demands a skilled team, this means that the pump may stop working and fail to provide water if no skilled team is around.
In the latest version of the 'B' type -not yet standard, but maybe becoming so after the prototypes have been thoroughly tested -the situation is different. When its hydraulics break down they can be mended. For this new pump has 'down-the-hole' parts that may be extracted. Its cylinder is 50mm in diameter, with a 50mm piston, and the rising main is reamed out just a little more than in the standard model. The piston still fits tightly in the cylinder, but -because the rising main is larger in diameter -is now narrow enough to slide through the rising main. In addition, the footvalve and the piston valve are inversely threaded, so that they can be screwed together; the footvalve can then be pulled up as well.40 This version of the pump uses lighter 12mm rods instead of the 16mm ones, and the rods are held together with eyes and hooks rather than threaded joints, so as to make it easier to take them apart. As a result of these adjustments it is possible, even fairly easy, to take out the moving parts. And they can be removed without taking the entire pump apart; without destroying the headworks and possibly damaging the well. In this way the parts can either be repaired or be replaced -and this can be done locally.
It is anticipated that the replacement of seals will be undertaken by Pump Caretakers or Pump Minders with the assistance of the community who use the pump. Community assisted maintenance of this type is desirable as this reduces the burden on the DDF [District Development Fund] and also involves the community more in a simple and understandable procedure which can be undertaken with minimum risk.41
Whereas the design of the down-the-hole parts still looks rather complicated to the non-specialist, working on them sounds surprisingly easy. Two simple spanners and a few good men, that is all that is needed for routine replacement of the seal. So as to make the 'B' type easier to repair, some of the hydraulic parts can be altered. If 16mm rods are too heavy to be easily taken apart, 12mm rods may take their place. If disconnecting threaded rods is too hard, hook-and-eye connections will serve. And if a 75mm cylinder's piston can't pass through the 50mm rising main, the cylinder may be reduced in size and the main slightly expanded. If something is lost in all this -a 50mm cylinder lifts less per stroke than a 75mm cylinder, and a 12mm rod is not as versatile as its more sturdy 16mm friend -then something is gained: reparability. And if this advances long-term performance, then the trade-off is beneficial. The pump emerges perhaps less solid, but certainly more viscous: its elements are less rigidly linked. And for long-term performance, such fluidity may be just what it needs.
Mechanics: Nuts and Bolts
One of the attractive features of the Zimbabwe Bush Pump 'B' type is that since it is locally produced, spare parts are easy to come by. This erodes the boundary between pumps in working order and those that are broken, for it helps to turn 'being broken' from a final state into an intermediate stage.
But sometimes spare parts aren't even necessary. The pump proves to be adaptable in unexpected ways. Thus, though the seal is normally leather, if a spare leather seal is not available a properly-cut section from an old tyre may do just as well (though it doesn't last quite as long). And consider the following -a more dramatic alteration in the aboveground section of the pump. As we have seen, this section comes in three pieces: a base, a pump head and a lever. Each of these pieces is fixed with heavy bolts. The manuals and descriptions sternly advise that these bolts be tightened from time to time: 'Keep all these bolts tight with a spanner' is the maintenance instruction that, like the spanners themselves, comes with the pump (see Figure 6 ). 42 Since users get wary of bolts coming loose, and since Pump Minders lose spanners, bolts have been devised that don't need to be tightened so often.
The wooden block [that acts as a lever] ... is supported by a large head bolt. In the older standard pumps, the wooden block rotated around a length of 25mm steel pipe (pivot tube), which was clamped within the [steel] plates [welded to the pump stand] by the nut and bolt. In the latest standard pump, this is a 35mm diameter solid steel bolt equipped with a squared head, to avoid rotation. The bolt is manufactured with a shoulder and spring washer system which keeps it tight. Earlier head bolt systems, which were fitted with a lock nut system, had a tendency to come loose. [Morgan, 160] These bolts, then, take over the jobs of Pump Minders and Caretakers and add to the endurance of the pump in yet another way.
However, further inspection suggests that tightening the bolts or providing bolts that do not come apart may not be that important after all. It appears that the device may do (for a while, at least) without many of its bolts and still not lose its ability to pump. Of the 'B' type, the new model that became standard in 1989, Morgan writes fondly: 'It is a very forgiving pump, and is able to endure much punishment yet will still perform when many parts are badly worn out' [Morgan, 154] . And talking about the pump he recollects:
Visiting the pumps, I have been amazed at how well they function without some of their parts. I have seen pumps that have lost all the bolts that tie the base to the body. Apparently the body is heavy enough to be locked in place even without the bolts. But when I was touring some of the pumps with a Swiss visitor last week, I was amazed to see a pump that had no bolts left in the lever. In order to attach the block to the lever they had stuck steel bars through the holes. Now that's what I call resilient technology and ingenious adaptation.a
The people in this village ingeniously adapted the pump. So while the design shifts, making the Bush Pump ever more reparable, its hydraulic elements easier to replace, its mechanical components better adjusted to their tasks, the extent to which the device can be repaired may surprise even the adapting inventor. With amazement he notes that some bolts need not be replaced by original spare parts at all. Steel bars can do the job.
Hygienics: Standards Revisited
So mechanics and hydraulics may be tinkered with to a considerable extent before the pump stops lifting water. But is this also true for hygienics? In discussing this we will shift away from the adaptability of the pump itself, to consider what it means for it to work. A pump works as a provider of water if water comes out of it when the pump handle is properly operated. But how to determine whether or not a pump is a successful technology for health?
We have already considered this question, so it may seem naive to ask it again. We said that there are quality standards for water, international standards. According to the International Reference Centre for Community Water Supply and Sanitation (IRCCWSS) in The Hague, the levels of Coliform present in acceptable drinking water should be less than 10 per 100ml sample; and the number of E.coli less than 2.5 per 100ml [Morgan, 249]. The norms are clear: they distinguish clean water from water which is contaminated. They can be used to determine whether or not a specific pump acts as a health-promoting technology: simply do a Coliform and an E.coli count of the water it pumps up, and compare these with the standards.
However, in Zimbabwean rural areas there are a number of reasons why this is not so easy after all. To begin with, it may be fairly difficult to organize the measurements required in vast, 'peripheral' rural settings. It requires someone to take the appropriate water samples and do a Coliform or an E. coli count that has little 'noise', and may be seriously compared to the counts found in the rich, well-equipped and well-staffed Dutch laboratories in The Hague. Nevertheless, the Blair Institute musters its resources and does such measurements all the time. But, and this is the follow-up point, despite all these efforts the numbers only tell us about that moment in time. Over, say, a whole year, the pump's performance may be better or worse. For in the rainy season, when the soil is soaked with water and bacteria thrive, the situation is likely to be quite different from that in the dry season, when the arid soil enables far fewer species to survive.
What does this mean: that it is impossible to say whether a pump provides health or whether it fails? That the Blair Institute should stop doing these measurements? No, these things can be said and done. Butand this is what we can learn from the Blair Institute in Harare, but not from the laboratories in The Hague -such measurements do not achieve significance by being compared with allegedly universal standards. Instead, there are other, again more fluid, ways of handling them properly.
A first move is to recognize that in the Zimbabwean context questions of health are relative, not absolute. As Morgan argues: 'The important question is, how meaningful are the standards in practice' [Morgan, 249]. Health questions don't have to do with setting standards scientifically, but rather with the practical comparison of alternatives. Thus, even though a protected Bucket Pump well may have an E.coli count of 25, it may be sensible to continue using it if the closest alternative is a shallow unprotected well with a count that is ten times higher. Other options, like purifying the well and installing a standard Bush Pump -bound to result in a lower E.coli count -may cost too much. And even if it is possible to find the money for a Bush Pump, this may not be better in the long run if the community is too small to maintain the Pump properly.43
Second, though there is no doubt a relation between E. coli counts and health, it isn't linear. It is not a direct or a rigid relation; it is fluid. And it depends not only on the number of E.coli, but also on who(se) they are. For, as we mentioned above, E.coli may make us sick when they are foreign, but they are less likely to do so if we are familiar with them. So even if the E.coli count of a particular water sample is 25 -ten times the acceptable levels according to the IRCCWSS standards -this does not necessarily mean that the health of the community using the well is critically impaired. If the number of users of the well is relatively small and changes little, then the 'users can more easily harmonise with the well or tubewell itself, including the micro-organisms that may pass to and from the well via the user' [Morgan, 252] . 44 It is all well and good, then, to determine mean E. coli counts from a significant number of samples, taken from a series of pumps at different sites on different dates, so as to compare performances of pump types and measure them against the IRCCWSS standards -but this is not enough to determine whether or not these pumps work properly to promote health. For although such surveys provide a lot of information, they do not tell us whether a particular groundwater source is sound. Morgan is very clear on this. Witness the following table of results from the Blair Research Laboratory (Table 2) . Taken from Morgan's prescriptions for appropriate sanitation measures, it exemplifies the way in which he emphasizes the continuous monitoring of local sites, his attention to variability, and his tribute to the significance of the local order of things.
In the end, then, standards like those issued by the IRCCWSS hardly apply in the Zimbabwean context because they not only create but also require uniformity.45 Such standards only make sense if instances can be meaningfully compared. A meaningful comparison between the E. coli count of different sources requires them to be more or less uniform in other respects. But in Zimbabwe one water source is never quite like any other. The conditions at one well are never the same as those at another. And although they may be the same as they were a week, a month, a year ago, or at the beginning of the season, it is more likely that something will Source: these data were collected from traditional wells and tubewells fitted with Bucket Pumps and Bush Pumps, and an have altered. The number of users, their identities, the amount of rainfall, the bacteria -all may have changed significantly. In some Zimbabwean contexts, it may be the identity of the users that is most important in determining whether a pump works or not. As a promoter of health the Bush Pump thus works in a number of different ways, and with varying degrees of success. The limits to its performance are related to its cost, to the precariousness of its siting, to its construction, to its well-size and depth and to its maintenance. Its very installation may cause it to fail if it changes the local situation in ways that could neither be foreseen, nor easily monitored. So it makes no sense to try to determine whether the Bush Pump provides health in terms of some solid, 'gold standard'.46 There are, indeed, moments -for instance when an entire village suffers from chronic infection due to contaminated waterwhen it is possible to say that a specific pump failed to provide health. There are others, such as when E. coli counts stick to zero for long stretches of time, when the opposite is the case. But a lot is going on between these two extremes. So instead of a binary boundary, we see fluid transitions once again, here.
Community: Villages or Families
The decision to standardize the handpumps in the rural water programme was made by the Zimbabwean Government's National Action Committee in 1987. Maintenance was a significant factor in this decision. As Morgan says:
[W]ithout maintenance the pumps can fail and remain out of order for months. It is therefore the maintenance program, rather than the pump itself which determines whether a handpump program will be successful in the long term, assuming, of course, that technical faults in the pump itself have been reduced as far as possible. [Morgan, 67] But, as we have argued above, the pump and the maintenance programme can hardly be thought of separately from each other -as the pump's working order depends on the maintenance programme, which in turn depends on a community to keep it up and running. And so the Bush Pump requires a community to maintain it if it is to work. Meanwhile, a working pump also constitutes its community. It is through development projects such as Zimbabwe's programme for providing rural water that communities form themselves around a pump; it is through such programmes that they acquire a shape, a size and a materiality that they did not have before. After all, if pumps are to be successfully maintained, some degree of organization and division of responsibility are needed; the community needs to assume joint ownership and so affirm itself as a community. And so with a Bush Pump -or any other standard pump -the community acquires a piece of equipment that it subsequently enrols in its efforts to organize and form itself.
A pump may fail to marshal a community around it. It may prove too weak: in one way or another insufficiently attractive to become a centre. If If this were to fail, villages with a pump wouldn't be in too much trouble for the time being -until they need spare parts, that is -but the nation that needs pumps for newly-bored wells would have a problem indeed.51
Spokespeople in Zimbabwe pointed out to us that the continuation of its manufacture has been a fragile element in the working of the Zimbabwe Bush Pump 'B' type. For a long time it seemed as if it might be its most fragile element -and if this was the case, then it was precisely because it is the least fluid. Until recently, both Bush Pump and Bucket Pump were produced in a single plant, run by a single person whose engineering expertise, rigorous quality standards, authority and enthusiasm for appropriate technology formed the fiercely idiosyncratic mix on which its manufacture relied. An equally committed person who might take over did not seem to be around. So it was a matter of genuine concern how longV&W Engineering would be able to manufacture the two standard high-quality pumps; that the nation's water infrastructure, the arbiter of life, illness and death for so many, itself depended on the life, illness and death of that single figure, the engineer-director of the pump-producing plant. However, the manufacture of the pump is at present no longer under threatbecause its manufacture has been decentralized. The design and process of manufacture are now shared with other producers. Dr Morgan has invested much work and effort in improving the Bush Pump. But he has never claimed authorship.52 He refuses to take out a patent on the Pump, or on any of its recent modifications, although, according to officers of the African Regional Industrial Patent Organization in Harare, the 'B' type might have been eligible for exclusive property rights.e But in Morgan's eyes the current pump is no more than a perfected version of a long-established and locally-developed technology that has always been part of, and belongs in, the public domain. It is not the product of the eyes, the hands and the brain of a single man, but a result of collective action and of evolution over time. Morgan knows that the Pump is good, but he insists that this is not because he made it well but because he had great materials, just the expertise that was needed, and dedicated people to work with.
The

So according to Morgan the pump is no more his than it is Murgatroyd's, Von Elling's or the Pump Minders' who substitute sticks for bolts.a A comparison with Louis Pasteur (in Bruno Latour's version) is striking.53
Their displacements are rather similar: Morgan moved from Malawi to Zimbabwe, from bilharzia to Bush Pump, from fundamental science to pragmatic technologies, in much the same way that Pasteur moved from crystallography to bacteriology, from Petri dishes to cows, and from the secluded Paris laboratory to the Neuilly farm crowded with journalists. But while Pasteur skilfully hid the activities of all the other actors making up the vaccination network to emerge as its prime mover, Morgan never stresses the possible brilliance of his insights or the ingenious character of what he has invented. Instead, he presents them as matter-of-fact, collective and mundane. And he insists that it is the combination of external inspiration, fortunate coincidence and collaborative effort that makes the difference between a good technology and one that doesn't work.
The rejection of the role of master-mind may be read as an expression of Morgan's modesty. And so it is. But something else is going on, too: granting the pump's ownership to 'the people' contributes to its success. Because when the users -be it actual users, donors or governments -pay for the pump, they pay for materials and production costs. But they do not pay for the right to use it. And they do not pay for a name, for legal and maintenance fees, for the overhead of patent institutions, or for the inventor's retirement pension. Since such costs are not included in the price of the pump, the people have access to an affordable technology. And in the Zimbabwean context this greatly helps the Bush Pump to spread.54 Morgan, then, seems to dissolve his own actorship, how to say this, actively. He gladly submerges in the various surroundings of which he and the pump are part. When asked about the secrets of the pump's success, he stresses that:
The pump is a government thing, developed by a government employee, in government time, at a government agency. There is no patent on it. No names are attached to it. It is the national handpump. That is its strength. That no individual has total command over it. It is in the public domain.a Sometimes abandoning control may contribute to spreading what one has been making.
Implementation
The dissolution of the maker goes beyond the invention of the pump: it is a telling feature of its implementation as well. For Morgan is not only busy improving the hydraulics and mechanics of the Bush Pump, but he also helps to implement it. Again, however, he does so not by taking command, but by trying to let go. By allowing for surprises. And such surprises do, in fact, occur -and steer the further development of the pump. I encounter surprises. For instance, I developed a pump that yields more water per stroke. Initially, when I started to develop the extractable downthe-hole components, I worked with small (50mm) casings and cylinders, that would hold light pipes, in order to make pumping and maintaining as easy as possible. But then you don't get very much water per stroke. So in order to improve the yield per stroke I developed a pump that has a larger cylinder, but that, accordingly, needs heavier pipes. I was worried about this pump because it would make maintenance more difficult, and for me sustainability was the primary target in developing the pump with extractable parts in the first place. So I expected that this new variety would not meet great demand. But now, everyone is ordering the larger pump. Although I may not find it the best way to go. It's not up to me. Sometimes you just cannot tell.a Sometimes you just cannot tell. And it may be important to avoid wanting to do so. Take the crucial question as to where the well for a new pump must be drilled. Zimbabwe has a Research Institute for Remote Sensing and Environmental Science in Harare that might seem perfectly suited to answer this question, for here GIS surveys are carried out and satellite maps compiled. But the institute does not determine the constitution of the nation's developing water network. Although nicely coloured schemes faithfully map how much water is to be found where, and expensive satellite pictures painstakingly identify its sources -from reservoirs to aquifers to individual wells -this knowledge from the capital centre is not enough to build a water infrastructure in the rural periphery.
Instead, the map and the GIS survey, as well as the civil engineer employed by the NGO, and Peter Morgan for that matter, are made small and turned into 'mere' facilitators. They are turned into what, with a telling reversal, we might call 'peripheral agents'. The true centre is elsewhere, and it comes in great numbers. It is in the well-to-be-made and in its prospective users. It is at the village level, where rationales and arguments that come from the capital are added to the advice of the nganga about which sites might be best for a well. Does the map show a few spots in the village where water might be expected? Does the manual say that a good distance from the cattle kraal must be respected? Fine. Those messages travel on paper along with the experts, and people listen to them. But the nganga must speak before the rig is set up and installation of the pump begins.d, f
Morgan, as a promoter of distributed action, insists on this. He is firm about the necessity of abandoning control. Implementation, he maintains, depends on involving those who will use the pump. It therefore requires room for their methods and insights. Without this, any pump is bound to fail. For, as he says, in water development it is all too common that the new and the foreign does not work, and that 'all that glitters ..
. end[s] up as a rusty heap of useless technology'.55
Monitoring Sometimes Morgan goes back to visit the sites of his water pumps. But when he does so he does not carry a bag of nuts and bolts. He is not intent on keeping the pumps as they were delivered: intact, in shape, shining like new. Instead, he tries to learn from the way the pumps have evolved onsite, from the ways in which users have repaired and adapted their devices. Instead of striving to keep the pumps as they were, he is curious to see what they have become. So once a pump is out there, it is out there and it will have to do without any further unsolicited intervention.56
Morgan likes to see what has become of his pumps -he likes to be surprised. But going out to check on Bush Pumps is not something he does regularly; it is not an element of a strategically designed system of monitoring. It is, rather, something that happens fairly erratically, incidentally. It is mainly to give others a chance to learn about the Bush Pump in its village environment that Morgan goes out to visit at all. So it can happen that what he learns about the pumps is a result of his efforts to teach others. Still surprised, it seems, he says: 'If it hadn't been for my Swiss visitor, I
would not know now that the pump can even work without those bolts in the lever -that I had thought, so far, to be the really crucial ones'.a Morgan, then, is driving the Bush Pump precisely because he is not central to it. However, not being an actor does not mean that Morgan is turned into someone who is passive. He puts a lot of effort into dissolvingbelieving that it is precisely this which creates pumps that yield water and health in their Zimbabwean sites. So what should we call what happens here? Morgan creates a non-creator subject, a dissolved self-not so that he will fade away, but in order to get clean water flowing everywhere. Perhaps all this is so appealing to us because it is so far removed from the controldrive of the modern subject -and even further from the shape this subject takes in generals, conquerors and other exemplars of strong and solid authority. Serving the people, abandoning control, listening to ngangas, going out to watch and see what has happened to your pump: this is not the line taken by a sovereign master.57 Here we have, instead, a feminist dream of an ideal man.58
To Conclude
The Zimbabwe Bush Pump is easy to love.59 Not only because it provides access to clear water for many people in rural Zimbabwe -which is certainly a good thing. But also because, in the way it does so, it teaches us something crucial about the kind of actorship that technologies may take upon themselves. They may be both modern -providing equally clean water in many places -and non-modern -adapting to very different rural Zimbabwean villages. In this paper we have related various aspects of this actorship by using a single term: the notion of the fluid. The Zimbabwe Bush Pump is fluid. We have tried to sketch what in the title we call, with a smile, the mechanics of this fluid technology.
The first aspect of the Pump's fluidity is that its boundaries are not solid and sharp. The Pump is a mechanical object, it is a hydraulic system, but it is also a device installed by the community, a health promoter and a nation-building apparatus. It has each of these identities -and each comes with its own different boundaries. To write about the Bush Pump in this fashion means that we do not mobilize the arid trope of describing a small technological artefact as if it were surrounded by large social environments -to which it inevitably remains alien.60 In each of its identities the Bush Pump contains a variant of its environment.6l This also more sharply frames the question about whether or not the Bush Pump succeeds in its activities, since this is different for each of its identities.
The second, related aspect of the Bush Pump's fluidity is that whether or not its activities are successful is not a binary matter. There are many more relevant answers to this question than a simple 'yes' or 'no'. The Pump may work as a water provider and yet not bring health. It may work for extended families but fail as a connecting element in larger communities. It may provide health in the dry season but not in the rainy season. It may work for a while and then break down. Good technologies, or so we submit after our encounter with the Bush Pump, may well be those which incorporate the possibility of their own break-down, which have the flexibility to deploy alternative components, and which continue to work to some extent even if some bolt falls out or the user community changes.62
And then there is the actor behind the Pump, who refuses to act as such. Dr Morgan's carefully sought dissolution, his deliberate abandonment, is not simply an asset in any man, but is especially suited to the dissemination of the Bush Pump. Pleased with what he calls the 'forgiving nature' of the Bush Pump, he has made it after his own image -infused it with a fluidity that he incorporates himself as well. It may be that to shape, reshape and implement fluid technologies, a specific kind of people is required: non-modern subjects, willing to serve and observe, able to listen, not seeking control, but rather daring to give themselves over to circumstances.
This, then, is what we have to add to the collective effort of updating traditional notions of the actor. Our actor, the Bush Pump, goes to show, once again, that actors do not have to be humans. And its story tells us that actors, technologies as well as the engineers involved with them, may be fluid -for the better. Now -as an addendum, but not an afterthought! -we would like briefly to attend to the normativity incorporated in what we have just written.
In our tales of the Zimbabwe Bush Pump we have marshalled different kinds of good. Some of these have a background in political ways of reasoning -for instance, when we say that it is 'good' if water is distributed equally among a people. Others belong within a tradition of ethics, like saying that it is a virtue of the Bush Pump that it treats villagers with respect for their specificities. Yet others are aesthetic: the pump's parsimony, its beautiful blue colour, its ingenious hydraulics.
But beware. None of these goods, or so it seems to us, is universally valid. They are goods in, of and to the Zimbabwe Bush Pump. And so it is with fluidity. We suggest that the possibility that 'fluidity' is a 'good' should be considered in other cases, especially in cases of technologies transferred to, or designed for, so-called intractable places. But we do not want to set up fluidity as a new standard to replace, or necessarily to supplement, others -for instance, 'sturdiness'. It may be a good -and we suggest that you find out for yourself whether or not it is in the cases that you happen to deal with.63 This is a matter of normative style. What kinds of relations to the good might one want to establish? Keeping a neutralizing distance from it may be helpful in opening up fields that have been occupied by set moralities for too long -but once such fields are indeed opened up, the risk is that neutrality becomes sterile. It brings nothing new, but leads instead to alltoo-predictable stories.64 In the critical tradition, scholars approve or disapprove of technologies, people, situations, arguments. This makes sense if there are clear-cut points of contrast from which to judge. But this isn't always the case.65 In our story, it is most certainly not the case; for we have not offered you any other pump stories to compare, nor have we listed criteria that good pumps should always meet. How to be normative when there is no single, self-evident standpoint to speak from? That is what we would like to learn. So we do not seek to put ourselves in a position of judging the Zimbabwe Bush Pump. It is, from where we stand, not possible to say whether or not it is unequivocally better than its siblings and competitors -or even, for which sites and situations it might be so. Rather, by using notions such as love, we want to signal how we are interpellated by it.66 So maybe this is an exercise in praise after all. For we never set out to pass judgement on the Zimbabwe Bush Pump, but have allowed ourselves to be moved by it. And this paper is an attempt to move you, reader, too. 
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1. The materials for this paper come from interviews with health workers, patent experts and pump makers in Zimbabwe; from manuals and handbooks; and from visits to the pump factory and government scientific research institutes. Some quotations are from notes, others from transcriptions. Since we are not engaging in a rhetorical analysis, we thought it justified to leave out the repetitions, pauses and interjections that are characteristic of speech; in view of readability we have, here and there, abridged the words of our spokespartners and streamlined them into 'writing' language. Also, we want to make it clear from the outset that we mobilize empirical materials so as to make a set of theoretical points. This , 1982) . Here, as in many other places, Serres describes how the nature of an object varies with the methods by which it is measured, assessed or appropriated. There is, for instance, no 'length' of the coast of Brittany, Serres argues, for the length of the coastline followed by foot is different from that covered by following the highway; from the water the coastal length is yet quite another matter. Not only is the distance different in each of these instances; each length, by including its specific mode of measurement, is a different thing. Likewise, the Bush Pump contains its environment: it is a different thing when it is sitting on the premises of V&W Engineering, than it is when pouring water in, say, Marondera. 62. We may have learned this from the Bush Pump, but it is a fairly classical argument.
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